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Eikonal Mechanisms at High Energy

These remarks are concerned with two essentially distinct high energy

processes --
 nall angle elastic  and wide angle inelastic events in proton-

proton scattering -- which may in part be given a common eikonal description,

within a field theoretic framework.  The main elastic scattering topic

1covered here is the ,nature of possible corrections to the Cheng-Wu  and

Chang-Yan2 total cross section estima l gr j 141$ , of some relevance in
3view of the most recent ISR measurements which suggest  Gr - CO.511 over the

range 450 i s s 2500 (Gev)2.  The second topic   eals with a prediction of

correlations expected in pion production which proceeds by the bremsstrahlung
1.,

of massive neutral vector
mes  1' <NVM),   in

an incipient NAL experiment,4  with

large, measured momentum transfers to the protons.  No pretense at mathematical

rigor   is made; rather, raese eikonal descriptions will develop  on an intuitive

(and possibly correct) physical
basi Il

I.  Elastic Scattering at Small Angles.

Eikonal descriptions of high energy, close-to-forward pp scattering have

5
been developed by many authors,  who have summed  sets of Feynman graphs

corresponding to the exchange of mesons between a pair of distinguishable

nucleons, as in Figure 1.  When the exchanged mesons are NVM, the eikonal

approximation has been shown to generate the correct asymptotic scattering

amplitude, in the sense that a perturbation expansion of the eikonal amplitude

agrees with the corresponding expansion of the leading s-dependence in every

order of perturbation theory.5  This is not true for simple scalar-meson exchange,

and it is not known if the property is in fact.true for the more complicated

"tower graph" exchanges of massive-photon   QED2   and l(3 theory, 3 as pictured   in

I
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Figures 2 and 3.  The validity of the eikonal formalism is here taken as an

input assumption, and an attempt is made to assess its predictions.  It should

be remarked that the Feynman graphs of Figurds 2 and 3, as well as all the
t'

subsequent, more complicated eikonal graphs to follow, contain a sum over

permutations of the ways in which "vertical" exchanged meson lines are attached
)

to the scattering nucleons.

The non-spin-flip, near-forward amplitude has the two-dimensional, impact

parameter representation   in the limit   s  + - ,   t/s  +0,
.JA

T Cs,i) ,  . .'. f 416 e' % b  ,1 - ell((s,·6)                              (1)'

where -t= +  1   '.and kinematfcal factors are defined so that

(1  ct  't  I.T (s,-0„ o) , with M representing the nucleon mass, and

s >> 4M2.  The simplest. eikonal function corresponding to NVM exchange only
WI

(massAand coupling constant to nucleon g) is given by the s-independent expres-

5
sion

1-1
C    .1   =

-
.1 K o (ni) (2)
=nr                   /

leading   to   a   constant S Summing the leading    £4 9 dependence   o f· the tower

graphs of Figure 2 leads to

17(2-   22  -  a, S,1  e -436 (3)
)

with the ai appropriate constants, while the s-channel iteration of the tower

graphs of Figure 3 generates

, /z'  0  -  45  .GGL   e- 4; 6'/.e- 9 (4)

,6. s )

8 1.  .  0
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with constants ai'·  Both (3) and (4) lead to strong absorption within an

impact parameter  b™,ax .4  11 s ,    and   hence   to      6-T -1  f..3 s         .       More   com-

plicated graphs containing higher n-point connected, t-channel amplitudes,

such as those of Figures 4 and 5, have not been considered in these analyses;

and it is the purpose of the model estimates which follow to suggest possible

consequences of remedying that omission.

For technical reasons (ease of calculation) it is convenient to employ a

hybrid theory, containing features  of both massive-photon  QED  and f 3 theory:

one   introduces a nucleon (4), massive  NVM   (Wu) '
and scalar   "pion" (7T) fields,

the latter two of respective massps m and u, with interaction Lagrangian

t, =  ..2  7.3 -4'x4    4   -5  -i  it    2 W;=    0                                     (5,
g A MJ

With the aid of straight-forward functional techniques, one may obtain an exact,

formal statement6 for the eikonal of this problem, corresponding to the exchange

of all possible ("vertical") NVM between  a  pair of scattering nucleons, together

with the exchange of all possible scalar ("horizontal") pions between the virtual

NVM; it is

e' 9(   =    ex    .- 5  )  S Tr     -  STr  J

'r & SnL 1- D.- 1 ·

·., I 2,1-f-t: i z. c.i 447 ) j          (6,-1    Tr=. o-4.30                                                                                                                       J
-1'1, * t

where -r g'(14- *'.2+ r R,1-)   i 39.(Ti,] = SC (,+11112:,4.)14(u) =  1,1.  1 '11. ,      J   - -1
-CO

denotes the relativistic, potential-theory NVM propagator in the presence of a

ficticious, c-number scalar field Ir'(#) ; 2 are configuration-space nucleon1,2-

coordinates;   and   6 -  <9, -i,01. in the C.M.  An alternate expression for

69l + i   may be given as  the  sum of all connected graphs, contained  in the right-

hand-side of (6). Expanding in powers of g2, i % - Zl L 0 yl ,  L 4 denotes
I .,

4=1
that contribution arising   from the connected,     4 9 -4   4 Vir t-channel amplitude,

as in Figure 6,

L
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L K. =   < 99'1'<"'                                                  ("
B:    J     I (14, j ...  51; "(u.,)  41/14'M (4....u... 4  ·0') 91  'Co,)  ...  .   ' '                    (7)i  (04) )

and

(c)                    r                                                          (8)
*R . , .    =    (« p[ -  & ff, D.  35.3  ·   Z.   t«. .1,0    -   3. («. A.  1,5    1                h

1 4 *O  J  t OVy, '
where "connected" here refers to different NVM lines joined by at least one

pion line. The final approximation to be made, in (8), is the neglect of all

pion self-linkages on the same NVM line.

. -/
It is then not difficult to see that the n=1 term reproduces the L 'X  1

of  (2),  while iX; alone produces the analogue of  (4) . This latter statement

may be derived by retaining the leading  /L C dependence of every perturbative

contribution  to   2 94 , assuming  that  the  sum of these terms  is  the most impor-

t Wi %Fi: * ili  * 2 2   kona  .  On  finds that the leading ,45 dependence comes
. 9 .5:er *raobs with ordered pion rspidities, such that for m horizontal

*FHM   Mik  ikdYer  grabhs with ordered pion rapidities; sgfh  thft  fok m horizontal

86188  Ekillii;   Eli:i:  :1$::;:  Ii::     unnet   EL i   C   i:  t:-:Mid·N       :     2:  S:ff 1;2-1 - .2 J
cient of this s-dependence can easily be picked off, and the entire m-pion,

n = 2 contribution is
3 J

51,   .1 r,179 &11.,6     -i<dlli elit     o
- 21 (Pt) .  J

0.- .. (=)       1/     I  -Il. .
1 1  .):L -3 /.     .,1   1  .., 4'H

  L»·n•L J  324...'.6 ' I:7, L R 61(6+30 91 i.*9 -1             (9))

where   *(%)=(20-tfd'Q [024429-1  LI*%)'+M,Il -1.  1   11,1*  [40*6-„)f'l -:LIT Jo
1 1..,  7.The  m  =  0 term represents  the , second s-channel iteration  of    i. 9(I     , 1, (t /ti   J

and does not enter into  L 9<L  , -

J J

F  ' s \>&2(0c 92
274(9, 0) =-2 le)'lp,% e.%.1.211) L  l·,2/1 - 4              '10,'

which, for large s and b, takes the form of (4), thereby re-deriving the

Cheng-Wu/Chang-Yan tower graph results.

"
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The intrinsic beauty of the tower graph summations should perhaps be

stressed:  A multiperipheral calculation of the sum of simple ladder graphs

(no s-channel iteration) generates a Regge-like amplitude

AZ
/ 3 1 + - i r .1+ --

2(%2)
'T' (s A)   -'    1   C   -    1       K  (21)     (2.   1

8,-
(11)=e''                        r*6,

)

and a corresponding

Al-
C S   \ -R W (0)

©  ...1  l -)                                                                             (12)

The  trouble  with   (12), in this field theoretic context,   is   that  A-    may  be

taken arbitrarily large, and the' Froissart bound  GiT 6 2*26 exceeded.

Including s-channel iterations, phe eikonal model of (10), (4) and (1) pro-

duces a result which just saturates the Froissart bound.

There remains the decidedly non-trivial problem of estimating all the

remaining  1 94  , b 3 3   .   The. same sort of perturbation analysis may be

attempted, and although one finds the maximum /AS contributions arising

from  ordered pion rapidities (apparently generating a
factor  ·6,  .Qk-'01:2)

for a total of m pions arbitrarily distributed between any number of NVM),

the coefficient of this s-dependence is not easily obtained.  It is at this

point and for this reason that one resorts to a model of such virtual pion

processes, in order to be able to assign a b-dependent coefficient to I (S).
m

It is simplest to illustrate the particular procedure adopted here by first

estimating the n=3 term in the expansion of (6) (including disconnected

, A.graphs), rather  than    i X3 itself,
...

- <11 p.!L L )JY -Er
9 ;         'M r 0 7<00 .

1,                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           I.-
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The analysis is carried through by assuming the same
-- -  ©l:/6 factor

for any distribution of m horizontal pion lines with ordered rapidities,

and    a    coe f f i
cient     «    s    W (1,2 + 3$ ) when a pion links the ith and jth

NVM lines.  This generates the contribution
/2 J -1 J             Ja

(291)3,        -1   (429,   e ' % , ·
b

Fdfl,£28,·6       -  dy, e'33- 810 J -5   1    ( )« 1 7 (=r 6

31 *.t.4 .J  -3/1 .1
,„.  + Al.

r Al V)
l3

M,Lf 1111 1  yl,3  1     ·Al!  L  811'                                                                        J               (14)
- f„ 1*01 , r2-1 (04.,f" (a,)

and summing over all m= n12 + n   + ri   yields23    13

i- 1 -,fe   A , AL  

Ast) ff  (a.10«1   1,e  1     J.  c.f.\.EPL 21+.2.4' 4.*,7]31    L £51 J -2   61  f) (15)
 B 4 04 .

corresponding to Regge behavior between each pair of NVM lines.  Generalizing

the model to n vertical NVM lines produces
_3 .15

(9<        n   (252-54[  ,   4 'd*yee' i 6 3   13 \T   f:   Tii00

t<J =1
e  -1 -4 1,   .,-r  L '1  9.") ----- l,•' 1   (16).1.  i                                          a l    _'   n<2.                      -91-.1

01 '

a result which contains   two features   o f importance:      (a)      the in factor,
providing cancellations between successive terms of the same reality character,

and (b)  a rapidly growing s-dependence, which suggests that such cancellations

may·be important.  As an example, the further replacement of each ·4..  by  EL(03
LJ

generates
(70

CI + - i R£ L-'   -9           C.     1        8.2.t      I     I  \  » (»-'1
™»             „,1     -1 L   Tr j      1  F) (17)

where   K,  s  .   R< o)    ,   i.,1      CH   =·f, * (tx   f.z-  IC„ 6<)] "   .
Equation (17) displays a highly divergent sum, for which one must supply a
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6
proper definition of summability.  One such definition produces

6-1- AJ S- 40/8   C Q„ S.)- LL   -3' 0 , a result not necessarily to be

taken seriously, but indicative of the strong cancellations which may be

generated  by the higher, connected graphs  of    L 9/   .

Another way of seeing such cancellation is with the aid of a simple but

7
non-trivial generalization of the recent ABS model,  in which unitary ampli-

tudes are constructed by combinations of the fundamental Feynman graph of

r    at aFig.   7.     With   U- 2 « ,r e     ,     A E 37/Iqrj   .  /1 - I M/J      ,  in  the  context\,r,
of the interaction (5), these generate an eikonal

''  fass=-    t A  jd'.]d't· 3( Clt)   e(-1.)  IC'- (-1. )      ,                                                 (18)
(2·rr)'L

a result which may be found by retaining only the linear  -dependence of
- 0 /1
A c  IPJ  ,  and then easily performing the indicated functional differentiation
of (6).  [One again requires the identification

idk»· jah,-,   [  4,»I,m,  4 -0  -Lf -2 /1  -'-4     1.,r 7 /

for this integration  over  the pion   8/1) E  j€3   i  tz o variables.]  The

. "/
connected Feynman graph contribution to  L 'X ASS   is pictured in Fig.  8.

An immediate generalization of this picture is obtained by including,

in the construction of the eikonal, all Feynman graphs of form exhibited

in Fig. 9, in addition to those of Fig. 7.  Arithmetically, this corresponds

to retaining up-to-quadratic Tr-dependence  of   ED  IT   . The functional opera-

8tions of (6) are somewhat more complicated, but may still be carried through,

1

leading to an eikonal  expressed in terms of quadratures over the solution of

a linear integral equation,

1
' TH    , rv
i /4.    =  i  /A. 1 +  L2 7<ABS .  ND
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where

-i,X 1%11     =   4   '·t-Ck) 5, Cu,0·; 1.)  4< JO -                              (19)

A'        I  501% 33(Lic<*) p,(,1·- w,)Ecv' 0·') 75((1>t '4 . .0                     (20)LPD= *z
A - ,

with

/

(21)

<(2,3 ;F) = ·D, (*-93  + P J 'D, (40 «) 3 lu, .0  FL  CJ: 0  9 S) ,

and f(u), B(u, v) the respective coefficients of the linear and quadratic

Tr(z) dependence of   Ec. ER ]  .   Here,  i. 9<ASS represents the sum of all

connected eikonal graphs containing a pair of NVM lines with one-virtual-pion

exchange ("f-lines"), and arbitrary numbers of NWi lines with two-pion exchanges

("B-lines") . Graphs  with  more  than  one  pair of f-lines are disconnected,  and

cannot appear  in   2 9( . Similarly,   2  p represents   the   sum  of all connected

graphs involving B-lines only.  That graph representing a single B-line corre-

sponds to a radiative correction to   L i   , and has been omitted from (20) .

A most convenient algebraic simplification occurs if one passes to the

limit of very large NVM mass between pion emission on any B-line
\'1

<84(w-05 2, 1  S (w- b) '1 .
The price of this simplification is the

Vwt
necessity of introducing apion transverse-momentum cutoff  X.   (J ((8') + >'9,
understood to be limited by m, K f 'Wl   .   But the iterative solutions of

(19) - (21) may then be found, and re-summed to give

-,1                      16  A  d,q   d'l  l  Itt-15    1<02(=.)  1<06 ('",3  I
L '/1(. A E.3  - -       (ar)t

C     =                 1 -114-,            -   1<o C
l'Hol) Ko(-00 (22)Ti 7,11-                                                             j

and
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B b -1 J J

.Mij 41. jizo, S (6-«-B)  { i [1+ 2 IAG- Ic,(7„4) ko (™.8]
'T ,«t-

_ C 'ldf  Ii(.4-)  1<, (M")1                               (23)
-TT V,1% J  •

Passing to the limit of very large   Y   in  (22)  and  (23), one sees how 1 96  BS

becomes independent  of    Y   (and A), while the original Y-dependence  of   L 9(Ags

has in effect been transferred  to the B-line, double-pion emissions,   2  D

One has here an example of how the higher, n-point-connected, cross-channel

amplitudes generate terms which are, at least, of the same degree of importance

as   1/ AES · Incidentally, while the limit  of very large  NVM mass between  pion

emissions is not terribly physical, it does permit an exact resolution  of the

functional operations of (6), and leads to a constant total cross section.

In summary, within the context of an eikonal picture of high-energy forward

scattering, there appears to be no reason to expect higher, cross-channel con-

nected amplitudes   to ·be unimportant.      Qui te the contrary: if these models   have

any truth, once one begins to estimate the ,  4 , one cannot stop.  The n=2

term generates the Froissart bound, while contributions of higher n provide

cancellations away from that upper bound.

II.  Wide-Angle Inelastic Scattering.

In contrast to the complicated forward scattering situation, it is possible

to apply an intuitive argument at large proton momentum transfers, describing

pion production via the decay of     or  vJ NVM which bremsstrahlung from the

scattered protons.  The hope that such a relatively simple picture may be rele-

vant to high multiplicity events is enhanced by the success of Gaisser's

10
picture of wide-angle pp scattering, in which a simple Born approximation for

this process is strongly damped by multiple, virtual, soft NVM exchange between
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the external proton legs.  By unitarity, the damping of this elastic ampli-

tude is a reflection of NVM bremsstrahlung, with the vector mesons quickly

11
decaying into the observed pions.  It is known that such a mechanism

cannot describe the relatively larger number of pion emissions involving low

transverse momentum,     fi       '    to the protons; and indeed,   one only expects   such

12an effect -- which falls as a power   of  - -- to become dominant at

/1-larger    2 3 (Ge,i) , when the exponentially decreasing pionization

processes are no longer significant.

Predictions of "differential multiplicity" (the number of pions produced
13

as a function of measured proton momenta) have been given in this model of

wide-angle bremsstrahlung,  but  -·-  as with pionization models   --  the real tests

of a particular production mechanism are measurements of its n-particle inclu-

sive  correlations.    For this purpose  it is convenient to employ recent "grand
14canonical partition function" techniques, which may be traced back to earlier

15work  o f  Van Hove. The distributions discussed here describe NVMs, not pions

directly,  and  may be obtained  from an  inent   NAL  experiment4  in the following

manner.

From the array of final charged particle tracks in a typical pp bubble

16
chamber picture, one selects those with two outgoing protons only, corre-

sponding to a fixed set of (six) invariants constructed from the proton

4-momenta.  One pairs each of the charged pion tracks with another of opposite

charge, determining in this manner which pi6ns have originated in the decay of

a   <)   . Those pions which cannot be so identified, arise  from  0 (or other

resonance) decay, or from multiperipheral mechanisms.  One must also neglect

finite-width corrections of the NVM-pion decay, in order to avoid introducing

correlations between decay pions of like charge.  If the bremsstrahlung

mechanism is valid, one expects the fractional number  of such inferred         to
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increase with nucleon momentum transfer.  Each pair of so-labeled pions

defines a
parent  0

of appropriate 4-momentum k; and a sufficient number

of such events permits the introduction of one- and two-particle inclusive

distribution
functions,     <1(k)      and   <1(64 1,3 , constructed at fixed

nucleon momenta.

A "total" cross section (two-proton inclusive distribution) summed over-

all emitted mesons, for fixed final nucleon momenta, is given by

2(f,YO-  L   .6, fl 1'.....1 A.14.    1 91(AR; f.'FL, 1„- k.0)2.f'(a- Sk£)          (24)Lh -O                                                                                                                                                  1

where, Wk= pk//60 and  4 = f,+A- I |-fi           . A class of "limited

correlation" models may be defined by the replacement

.

1 T (t..r,; f,tr, 1'. ··· w.) Ifi,  1 Tit(it.B ; B : A' ) 16 flk.) ...

f(k.3,            (25)

where f(k) depends upon Pl' P2' pl'' P2' in some. model-dependent way; e.g.,

14
de  Groot      uses  (in  the  CM)      =   4 <k.L,  k,1  po  , while the bremsstrahlung

I
model  may  be

.
defined  by   f .     9      f    _11._   4-    4     .  _     f.       _    &1.N-     .     The

arr,1  C   k. F, k, f'= k. f'' k· N )
"limited" correlations of such models are those due only to energy-momentum

conservation.

Inclusive meson distributions are most conveniently written in terms of

a "grand partition function",

C<62) =(2,1-1, 842 62* 2 eif [jil-k f(k) e- k'e J                             (26)
l

when the implicit pl' P2' pl'' P2' dependence of f(k) is also understood to

be present in C(Q).  For fixed nucleon momenta, and therefore fixed Q, one has
4

1- ts. = f(k) - flk) C(Q-k) / C(62)2 *k (27))

r
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and

-6:  41:L  s ·f(k., k.) = 4(k,) 41(1,0 C(Q-1•,-6,)/* c2662)  L     d Lt, tki (28)

Using (27) to eliminate. the f (A) dependence of (28), there results

P (1'.. 1'*) C(Q) C (42-k,-1 L)
-                                 "                                                       (29)

»,)    P (k,) 0(044)  C (42-61)
which is the simplest sort of correlation function to measure.                            1

For soft NVM bremsstrahlung, and in the limit of high multiplicities,

12it is possible to approximate the ratio· of (29) and obtain

P (k" ko
(,      ex O  F- '1, r   4       1<."  1                                                               (30)'     L' '     'P°      =    1         ,P G ·) flk,)

where J is a symmetric matrix depending only upon measured, fixed\ r 4                                                         ·
nuclear coordinates.  Equation (30) may be most simply tested by observing

those  (10   of ·small transverse.momentum,  1 1- O  , where-upon (30) reduces

to,

exp  -04 k,Ili +116 (1(,0£-+·|lig,) - CLJ,60, 
(31)

where   the kl of (31) refer to longitudinal  0 momenta, and a,b,c de-

note specific functions of nucleon momenta.

It will be most interesting to analyse these forthcoming NAL experiments

with Eqs. (30) and (31) in mind. If the Gaisser mechanism is really correct
17

for large nucleon momentum transfers, this correlati6n ratio should be satisfied.

One hopes the experiments will provide a definitive answer in the very near

future.
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Typically one expects to see one slow and one fast proton in the midst of

a pion spray.      It   the slow proton has momentum    X   1.5   Gev   it   can be identi-

fied as a proton, while the fast proton is frequently assumed to be the

most energetic of the outgoing cluster of charged particles.  This discus-

sion assumes that there will be an arbitrarily large amount of data, from

which the small fraction of processes at large nucleon  momentum transfer

are selected and used to construct
(Do    distributions.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1.  Meson exchange between nucleons.

Fig. 2.  Closed-fermion-loop exchange.

Fig. 3.  Tower-graph exchanges in .  3 theory.

Fig. 4.  Graphs not included in QED tower-graph sums.

Fig .   5.     Graphs not included  in      l  3-theory tower-graph  sums .

, A/Fig.   6. Cross-channel connected amplitude contribution   to  LAH  .

Fig. 7.  Basic Feynman graph of the ABS model.

Fig. 8.  The eikonal graph  of the ABS model.

Fig. 9.  Additional basic graph of the generalized ABS model.
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